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Baltimore's unforgettable dining scene of the past is re-visited here in thirty-five now shuttered
restaurants that made their mark on this city.Haussner's artwork. Coffey salad at the Pimlico
Hotel. Finger bowls at Hutzler's Colonial Tea Room. The bell outside the door at Martick's
Restaurant Francais. Details like these made Baltimore's dining scene so unforgettable. Explore
the stories behind thirty-five shuttered restaurants that Baltimoreans once loved and remember
the meals, the crowds, the owners and the spaces that made these places hot spots. Suzanne
Loudermilk and Kit Waskom Pollard share behind-the-scenes tales of what made them tick, why
they closed their doors and how they helped make Baltimore a culinary destination.

"Suzanne Loudermilk and Kit Waskom Pollard, two well-established Baltimore writers, have
penned a new book that finds a table for readers in some of Balitmore's long-gone eateries,
"Lost Restaurants of Baltimore." It's a history of the city through its restaurants -- a book of food
and social trends for which readers will find themselves hungry." BaltimoreStyle"The book
chronicles more than 100 years of the city's restaurant history and delves into the stories of 35
beloved spots that have come and gone. (Think everything from Martick's Restaurant Francais
and Peerce's Plantation to Spike & Charlie's and Louie's Bookstore Cafe)." Baltimore
MagazineAbout the AuthorSuzanne Loudermilk is a freelance writer who previously worked at
the Baltimore Sun as a reporter and editor and at Baltimore magazine as the food and travel
editor. She is also an adjunct professor at Towson University. Kit Waskom Pollard is a freelance
writer and research analyst who has written about food and restaurants for numerous local
publications, including the Baltimore Sun and Baltimore magazine. She writes a restaurant
events column and restaurant reviews for the website Baltimore Fishbowl.--This text refers to the
hardcover edition.
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Stephanie Wienhold, “The Perfect Gift for Baltimore Residents!. I purchased this book for my
grandmother for Christmas. She wanted to write a review but doesn't have a computer. The
following review is in her words, handwritten on a sheet of notebook paper. She is 88 years
old...I received a lot of very special gifts this Christmas, one in particular is this book, "The Lost
Restaurants of Baltimore." This is a very interesting book because I had eaten in a lot of the
restaurants as a young woman working downtown. To see the restaurant name, the pictures of
the outside and inside, and the experiences shared about each one brings back many memories
for me. One of the best parts of this book are the stories and tidbit of information gathered. Most
of us would never know some of the things they shared. I would certainly recommend this book
for anyone. I have enjoyed this book so much as it has brought back many wonderful memories
of my own experiences in this restaurants. It sure makes a great gift. Thank you for writing this
book.  -Ginni”

Karene Smith, “A MUST For Old Baltimore Lovers!. If you are a fan of Old Baltimore then this is a
can't miss book! Ms. Loudermilk brings to life the old familiar places that so many of us loved
and still miss. The vibrant history of these haunts (sometimes literally haunted too ) comes to life
again. This is a very well done book. Nostalgia at it's finest. LOVE IT!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great Memories of Happy Times. Loved this book. It was such a trip down
memory lane, thinking about good times at many of these restaurants. Others, that closed before
my time, were favorites of my parents. I gave a copy to my almost 95-year old mother who has
been enjoying re-visiting places that she loved.”

Alexandria, “Terrific anthology from Baltimore’s best restaurant era!. If you were born & raised in
a Balto. in the 40’s, 50’s 60’s 70’s you must have this book. Great fun reminiscing!”

BeBe, “Wonderful walk down memory lane of old Baltimore restaurants. Wonderful gift for my
mother who remembers all of the old restaurants and favorite dishes. Like a walk down memory
lane for her, which is so important during the quarantine. Thanks for helping make Mother’s Day
special for her with this lovely Book!”

Robert G. Allen, “Fascinating book on local history.. This is a must-read for those who grew up in
and around Baltimore and have fond memories of some of its great restaurants of the past. I
bought extra copies for Christmas gifts.”

Richard Archer, “Great Book!. Great info about restaurants from my home town!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 59 people have provided feedback.
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